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People working in the energy retail 
sector are committed to their business, 
using marketing to compete for switching 
customers, hedging the wholesale market 
or managing costs. But they are also 
dedicated to delivering good customer 
service, treating vulnerable customers 
fairly and collaborating with industry 
regulators. 

Energy retail has become a tougher market, due to 
increased competition, the need to reduce cost-to-
serve and regulatory intervention. But there is also 
a growing realization that we are in the middle of a 
major transition. It’s a transition that involves the 
whole energy sector and the wider economy – moving 
away from fossil fuels and towards renewable power 
generation, a smarter distribution system and electric 
transport and heating. Achieving this transition is 
critical if we are to meet national and international 
sustainability targets, but it is also a big opportunity 
that will see the global electricity market double to 
$4 trillion a year and will deliver massive efficiency 
savings thanks to a smart, flexible energy system. 

Addressing Energy 
Consumption
Renewable energy generation is approaching 50 percent  
of total generation in countries such as the UK, but the 
full transition will be slower and very costly unless we 
also change how energy is consumed. Energy retailers 
have an important role to play here:

However, they also have a less widely understood 
responsibility to drive forward the transition process.  
This is their ability to shift energy demand away from 
peak periods, when more expensive and polluting  
sources are needed to complement cleaner ones. 

A project by Publicis Sapient for Oshawa Power in 
Canada has shown that with a combination of smart 
meters, dynamic tariffs and customer engagement, 
energy retailers can shift up to 10 percent of the load 
from peak periods. Similar studies carried out in the US  
and Northern Europe have shown comparable results. 

These changes in consumption are so significant that 
they would reduce infrastructure investment, drive 
down electricity prices and minimize the use  
of dirtier power sources, resulting in billions of dollars 
of efficiency savings and huge reductions in carbon 
emissions. But unfortunately, over the past few years 
there have been delays in smart meter rollouts, only a 
small number of dynamic tariffs have been launched 
and very limited progress has been made in engaging 
customers in sustainable energy usage.

Green tariffs were a positive step and zero-carbon 
products will be our future, but neither will progress  
as fast as they could unless energy retailers can unlock 
the potential benefits of demand-shift. 

HOW DO WE MOVE 
QUICKLY TO A SMARTER 

ENERGY SYSTEM?

They have responded to customer 
demand and offered green tariffs, 
driving demand for renewable 
energy. By June 2019, around 15 
percent of the UK’s households 
were on green electricity tariffs. 

Most energy retailers are 
now marketing zero-carbon 
electrification products including 
air source heat pumps, hydrogen-
ready boilers, smart hot water 
tanks, EV charging, solar PV and 
battery storage. Their challenge 
is to accelerate domestic and 
business adoption from the current 
hundreds of thousands of units to 
millions per year. 
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From Mighty Oaks,  
Little Acorns Grow
In our experience, the main challenge has been in translating 
the big benefits of a more flexible energy system into a strategic 
business case for energy retailers. We have consistently found  
a keen interest among utilities leaders in driving more 
sustainable energy usage, held back by the need to invest  
in the complex changes required to deliver it.

Rather than trying to model their answer to such a complex 
challenge, energy retailers should focus on plotting a path  
that will lead to large-scale outcomes – starting with small,  
tangible steps.

Evidence suggests that customer engagement and 
personalization are the ideal first steps in the journey, 
as they deliver measurable early results and are a key 
component of the wider solution.

A few years from now, we will live in a more sustainable 
system where successful energy retailers engage their 
customers, educate them and put them in control of their 
energy usage. 

  We know from our past 
experiences that big things start 

small. The biggest oak starts from 
an acorn and if you want to do 
anything new, you’ve got to be 

willing to let that acorn grow into  
a little sapling and then finally into 
a small tree and maybe one day  

it will be a big business  
on its own.

Jeff Bezos

“
“
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Influencing customer energy consumption involves several 
departments:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is therefore difficult to create a consolidated case for change.

We have seen the business cases that emerge from this fragmented 
landscape crumble when confronted with the necessities of 
survival, such as upgrading platforms to reduce cost-to-serve, 
investment in marketing, discounts to attract switching customers, 
and campaigns to launch new propositions.

The regulatory teams managing smart meter 
rollouts and other compliance challenges 
 
Customer services wanting to create brand 
advocates 
 
Buyers optimizing their forecasts to deliver 
good margins 
 
Marketing driving growth

Building a Business Case

1
2
3
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The numbers, however, indicate that there is significant 
latent value in engaging customers in sustainable energy 
usage:

The benefits for energy retailers go beyond the efficiency 
gains from load balancing. A more rounded business case 
should include:

Higher retention rates 

Increased sales of the zero-transition  
products utilities have invested in

And reductions in cost-to-serve. 

We know that electricity usage can be 
shifted from peak periods. Our time-of-use 
pilot with Oshawa Power measured an 
average 10 percent shift away from the 
highest peak periods. Another time-of-use 
pilot in Gotland, Sweden reduced peak 
usage from 23 percent to 20 percent of 
total load over two years, and a demand 
response program by Con Ed in Illinois 
has allowed consumers to save about 15 
percent on their electricity bills.

Usage shifts on that scale will reduce 
unit prices. A study by the University of 
Edinburgh has estimated that a 7.5 percent 
load shift would lead to average price 
drops ranging from £4/MWh to £12/MWh. 
We have calculated that this would result in 
savings of over £700 million per year in  
the UK’s electricity wholesale costs, as well 
as saving the equivalent of 750 million 
trees. 
 
Other studies estimate savings of billions  
of pounds because of reduced investment in 
generation and transmission capacity, more 
efficient settlements in the wholesale market 
and smarter energy usage by consumers 
and businesses, all contributing to essential 
reductions in CO2 emissions. 
 
Buying teams within energy retailers are 
dealing with the challenge of the rising costs 
of balancing energy supply and demand, 
due to the variability of renewable sources. 
While balancing costs typically accounted 
for 5 percent of wholesale electricity prices 
over the last decade, it hit 20 percent in 
spring 2020. These costs will be tens of 
millions of pounds per year for a large 
utility. More even and predictable loads will 
reduce the buying team’s exposure to risk.

Most of these benefits stem from a change in the way energy 
retailers engage their customers, going from the low engagement 
of billing and customer service conversations to higher frequency, 
more positive conversations about energy usage and behavior. 
The nature and frequency of those communications, alongside 
the positive feedback from dynamic tariffs, will have a positive 
impact on customer satisfaction and trust, reducing churn. Some 
40 percent of European residential customers would be more likely 
to stay with their energy retailer if they received proactive energy 
insights and alerts.

Behavioral change, as we will see later, requires good data-driven 
insights and targeting. Personalized energy insights can drive open 
and recall rates upwards of 80 percent. As a byproduct, they create 
the right conditions for effective cross selling of zero-transition 
products and services. This  market – worth billions of pounds in 
developed economies – is often highly fragmented, where energy 
retailers have the data and digital channels to claim significant 
market share with relatively low acquisition costs. Personalized 
energy insights also increase customer preference for the digital 
channels that deliver those interactions – usually web and apps – 
over call centers, therefore reducing cost-to-serve.

The scale and range of the benefits show that working with 
customers to better manage energy usage is not an alternative 
to survival strategies like reducing cost-to-serve and optimizing 
acquisition. It can be part of the same effort, and can increase 
revenues and reduce costs in a more sustainable manner. Instead 
of focusing on a cost saving race to the bottom, providers who can 
help consumers lower their energy bill by managing their energy 
usage will have the advantage, as well as appealing to the growing 
consumer segment who are environmentally conscious and looking 
for ways to make an impact.

Engaging the Customer
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Consumers are generally disengaged with energy and its suppliers, 
as demonstrated by the large proportion of customers who don’t 
even switch away from expensive tariffs. The general consensus in 
the industry is that when customers do engage, they do so based on 
cost concerns rather than sustainability, while a large segment of 
customers see potential efficiency savings as marginal compared to 
their income.

That picture may be changing: the pandemic and economic 
uncertainty have increased the proportion of customers looking 
more carefully at how much they are spending on energy. At 
the same time green credentials have become a more significant 

differentiator as the price variation between supplier tariffs 
narrows. Our Digital Life research shows that 30 percent of 
consumers are aware that their energy suppliers offer options  
to buy supply from clean sources.

Energy retailers will find that customers actively participate if 
engaged in sophisticated conservation strategies. Oshawa Power’s 
time-of-use pilot used smart meter, property and weather data 
to select the right strategies for each customer. What level of 
investment might the customer be prepared to make? How much 
effort would it entail? What impact is it likely to have, and how 
quickly would they see the results?

How Do Customers See  
All Of This? 

Oshawa’s customers received regular nudges via SMS, push 
notifications and when looking at their bills on the mobile app. 
Badges, leaderboards and personalized messages were used to 
bring color to each interaction.

This is the level of sophistication utilities need if they want high 
engagement: 80 percent of the pilot’s participants were actively 
engaged with the app, using it regularly across the year and, in a 
few cases, increasing their frequency of interaction over the year. 

F IGURE  1     THE TAXONOMY WE USED FOR OSHAWA POWER’S SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIES
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Digitally engaged participants reduced their 
consumption twice as much as the average  
of all participants within the same group

The digital engagement tools helped to 
achieve up to five times more conservation  
of kWh than using pricing tools alone

The pilot group that was supported by  
all the digital tools and information with 
no time-of-use pricing had the highest 
engagement and demonstrated the most 
sophisticated understanding of when to  
use electricity. During the first six months  
of the pilot, they flattened their load profile, 
taking advantage of the lowest cost period.
 

We learned that it takes time to set up and refine these 
engagement mechanics, the data that informs them and 
the platform used to deliver them.

The good news is that this work can begin, and deliver 
value, before other elements like dynamic tariffs or even 
full smart meter rollouts are in place. Energy retailers 
can leverage existing platforms and accelerators, like 
Publicis Sapient’s Peak Service – the accelerator we used 
to deliver the Oshawa pilot – Oracle’s OPower platform 
and Bidgely’s UtilityAI and learn how they can be best 
adapted to their customer base and business needs. A full 
solution can be set up in 2-4 months, followed by rapid 
test and learn cycles.  
 
The Oshawa work also showed that customers welcome 
energy retailers engaging with them when the topic is 
their household’s energy usage. It results in a very 
different conversation that builds trust and advocacy.

More importantly, the pilot gave Publicis Sapient the opportunity 
to measure the impact of the engagement work, because one of 
the pilot’s objective was to understand whether price signals alone 
would be sufficient to drive behavioral change. The pilot tracked 
digitally engaged and non-digital customers and included a group 
exposed to digital engagement, but without time-of-use pricing. 
Our findings showed that:

Awesome program,  
fun challenging our 

household to do better 
in the rankings, we went 
from being ranked last to 
second, with a few ‘first 

place’ days.

“

“

I’ve been asking  
others who I know in 
Oshawa if they are on 

the program. I tell them 
about it if they’re not. 
Finding it a very useful 

tool and always check in 
with notifications.

“
“
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      should deliver something tangible within short timescales – weeks – but it should also run like 
a steel thread through the capabilities and processes that will enable a larger scale rollout. We have shown that digital engagement 
tools can deliver results, even in the absence of dynamic tariffs, so they are prime candidates for that first step. 

 
To make the first step as simple as possible, we have taken a small part of the digital experience 
platform underpinning the Oshawa Power pilot and made it available as a SaaS service – Publicis 
Sapient’s Peak Service. This service clusters energy customers based on their energy usage and the 
characteristics of their home. It then compares them on a daily, weekly and monthly basis so that 
energy retailers can bring their billing and usage data to life with more tangible information and 
reward households when they make progress. We chose leaderboards and rewards because they 
received positive feedback in the Oshawa pilot and because similar peer comparison mechanics 
have been well received by energy customers in other contexts.

  

The First Step

Three Steps Towards 
a Solution
This is not the kind of challenge that can be tackled with a 
Gantt chart – there are people with different goals, continuous 
changes in the environment, be it regulations or technology, 
and many variable timelines. It warrants a different approach 
that starts with incremental steps and builds momentum 
towards the full solution.  

The right infrastructure – primarily smart 
meters, but also access to cloud services 
and reliable data sources for property  
and weather information
 
The billing platform to handle dynamic 
tariffs that respond to seasonality and 
market prices
 
Market settlement changes on the buying 
side that take advantage of those tariffs 
and minimize risk 
 
Marketing, commercial and regulatory 
teams within the organization aligned  
to deliver the program
 

A full technology stack that extracts, transforms 
and stores all the data runs multiple data 
models, delivers the customer experience on  
all channels and tracks all interactions
 
A wide set of sustainability strategies 
appropriate for the company’s customer  
base and geography

Customers actively participating in the retailer’s 
sustainability campaigns

The adoption of smart home devices that can 
enable automated load shifting.

The large-scale benefits we have outlined here can only be 
achieved through a combination of several moving parts:

A Complex Problem,  
But a Simple Journey
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           involves piloting and rolling out a full-scale solution that combines 
digital engagement tools with dynamic tariffs and frequent market settlements to achieve the kind of 
outcomes we have outlined in this document. It could be further widened by integrating it with zero-
carbon product propositions, especially where these can simplify and automate household decisions. 

It’s a complex program of work that has historically been ignited by regulatory intervention or board-
level sponsorship. We believe that it can now also result from momentum built with rapid experiments 
and digital engagement at scale.

The Third Step

We are working with energy retailers to make the service as easy to adopt as possible.  
A team wanting to get started would need to:

 
 

 

 
We want those initial experiments to give some visibility to sustainable usage initiatives within each organization, demonstrate how they can impact 
KPIs and connect the teams that can play a role in scaling these initiatives.

Set up secure transfers of their smart meter data

Update their website or app to present the customer’s ranking and achievements

Expose an endpoint that the service can call to notify customers of new achievements (if they 
wanted to send emails or push-notifications to celebrate a household’s achievements)

Engage the data and marketing teams to target customers based on their cluster  
and relative performance

1
2
3
4

                                     should then aim at delivering measurable shifts in peak demand, 
retention rates and cross-selling revenue by scaling the digital engagement tools to deliver 
personalized saving strategies and nudges. It doesn’t depend on changes to tariff structures  
and wholesale buying, but it calls for:

 
 
 

It’s a longer phase where the team widens and looks at refining the data sources to drive better 
insights for customers. The use of digital engagement channels brings an additional advantage: as the 
program develops it becomes easier to fill gaps in data by asking customers occasional questions in 
order to add information to their profile, in increments. This provided even better insights in exchange.

The Second Step

Decisions on the desired technology stack – build, buy or rent the capabilities needed? 

Collaboration between data, engineering, digital and marketing teams to make the initiative 
an integral part of how the business operates.

Sufficient internal buy-in and funding to support several months of refinement and optimization 
work looking at data sources, algorithms, engagement mechanics and content.
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Let’s Get Started
With our Peak Service, we are offering an easy way for teams 
to take a first step towards engaging customers in energy 
conservation. 

While the initial steps are small, they can ultimately lead 
to a better version of our sector: instead of creating tactical 
initiatives to experiment with smart meter data or enhance 
digital channels, you will have kick started an internal 
movement to deliver the zero-carbon transition. 

Rather than waiting for regulators, competitors or technology to 
deliver that change, your organization will have turned passive 
customers into advocates, with significant benefits in terms of 
retention, revenue and cost reduction. The ultimate outcome is 
what we all want: a flexible and sustainable energy system that 
delivers billions in cost savings and environmental benefits. 

If you want to get started with the Peak Service, please get in 
touch with us to learn more:  

Publicis Sapient is a digital transformation partner helping established organizations get to their future, digitally-enabled state, both in the way they work and the way they 

serve their customers. We help unlock value through a start-up mindset and modern methods, fusing strategy, consulting and customer experience with agile engineering 

and problem-solving creativity. As digital pioneers with 16,000 people and 53 offices around the globe, our experience spanning technology, data sciences, consulting 

and customer obsession — combined with our culture of curiosity and relentlessness — enables us to accelerate our clients’ businesses through designing the products 

and services their customers truly value. Publicis Sapient is the digital business transformation hub of Publicis Groupe. For more information, visit publicissapient.com.

© 2021 Publicis Sapient Corporation.
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SERGIO FALLET T I 

GET IN TOUCH

Find out more about how we’re helping energy organizations to lead in the digital revolution: 
publicissapient.com/energy-commodities 


